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outward appearance Austria emerged from the crisis of 1848-
1849 stronger than ever. Whereas Frederick William IV and
most of the minor potentates of Germany maintained some
form of constitutional government, Francis Joseph returned to
autocratic rule undiluted by any trace of democracy. Further-
more, he took advantage of the overthrow of the nationalist
movement to renew the attempts at centralisation which had
failed so disastrously eighty years before under Joseph II (N4).
The separate rights of the ancient Kingdom of Hungary were
swept away; and its dependent provinces, Transylvania and
Croatia, were brought under the direct rule of the Imperial
Government at Vienna. German was made the sole official
language in all parts of the Empire, and the administration
carried on by Austrian officials. One of the liberal reforms was
confirmed—the abolition of serfdom and of feudal rights ; but
this was advantageous to the Central Power as a check on the
independence of the Magyar and Polish nobles.
Nevertheless, the greatness of Austria was an imposing
facade with nothing solid behind it; and the time was at hand
when her real weakness could no longer be disguised. Her
triumph over Prussia at Olmutz (§ 127) was her last success in
international politics. We have seen that during the Crimean
War Francis Joseph tried to play for safety, but in so doing
drew upon himself the contemptuous hostility of both sides
(§ 130); and at the Peace Conference of Paris he suffered a
further set-back by Cavour's indictment of Austrian mis-
government in Italy (§ 132). Czar Nicholas had been deeply
wounded by what he felt to be " black ingratitude," and his
successor found an opportunity to avenge it; while Napoleon
III vented his annoyance by entering into the Pact of Plombieres
and the Italian War of Independence. The defeats of Magenta
and Solferino were severe blows to Austrian prestige, and a
worse followed; for when Prussia came to Austria's aid,
Francis Joseph hastened to sacrifice Lombardy by the Peace
of Villafranca rather than owe his deliverance to Prussian
bayonets. Nor was even this the end of Austrian humiliations
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